Phenomenon of Social Climbing in the Younger Generation in Malang City Hotels
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Abstract—Today’s young generation loves hunting to get long-term tourist fun through social networking sites. At present the hotel is a tourist destination for generation Z to travel by aiming to improve Social Climber or commonly called social climber. The formulation of the problem taken is: “What is meant by social climbing, why is generation Z doing social climbing in hotels and how the impact of the phenomenon of social climber on generation Z in Malang City”. This study uses a qualitative descriptive method that intends to provide an overview and description of tourism patterns seeking pleasure in the Z generation in doing social climber on social networking sites. The results showed that tourism is not only to get out of the routine and get pleasure but tourism has another function, namely the existence of continuous pleasure, so that in obtaining the pleasure of traveling, the most important thing is not when traveling in the hotel but the pleasure obtained after they take photos and stock photos that make traveling pleasure feel longer.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The current young generation tend to already have a particular interest and passion as it does on appearance, they strive to be able to look attractive for attractiveness and recognition for those who see it. According to Kernan [1] “Self Appearance especially in the presence of his friends is a strong hint of interest in socializing the young generation”.

In terms of the younger generation are often eager to show all abilities himself to a broad audience. [2] suggests that the younger generation has an excessive appreciation against their own lives and will continue to feel envy to others that are more successful, smarter and prettier than her.

Technological development has brought mankind much to creating new forms of socializing through technology innovations such as social networking as one means to communicate effectively. Social media is also very useful in human life: with their daily activities in a show of social networking through photos or videos that are uploaded. Problems concerning the current younger generation has always been associated with social networking, they will constantly communicate through social media often spend time just for social media. This is due to a lot of young people nowadays tend to want to get attention and build the image of the present generation. Whereas, social media as a product of technology also has some weaknesses. There are many risks faced by its users, including the insecurity of personal data [3]. However, if users can make good use of technology, they will get the benefit
Technology and media play an important role in comparing the image of a person or social group in society [5]. Technology is very influential on changing patterns of human behavior because of the variety of facilities offered from these technologies that make people tempted [6].

Social networking would usher in a positive or negative change for the world, the emergence of friendship through social networking from time to time are increasingly sought after by communities as well as being able to shift social values in a society that was already There are. Social networks also play a role in growth period for the younger generation today. The current spirit of the younger generation to make a work that wants to boast about and want to appear exist in their environment, within the scope of their own social networking will get attention this can be categorized by the term of self existence [7].

Social networking can also be used for tourist destinations. [8] social networking contributions as one of the driving factors to promote tourist destinations. With the social media tourists is much easier to find information about a place that will be used as a tourist destination. Social networking users also have a contribution by sharing her experiences or showed the photographs while sightseeing at the venue.

One of the many visited for sightseeing namely malang, a town famous for its Apple has many natural tourist attractions as well as artificial ones suitable for all walks of life especially for the younger generation. Some of the existing tourism attraction in the city of malang was also able to push many tourists from outside of the unfortunate many visiting, it would also have an impact on existing hotels in the city of malang that provides places and facilities that can be enjoyed by travelers who want to stay. Many hotels in Malang that have corners and interior instagramable. As for the meaning of the word instagramable in KBBI is something to be and deserves to appear on media social Instagram, moreover can also be interpreted as a place which is suitable to serve as the background of the object of our pictures. And not all places can be said to be the place that belongs to the category of such instagramable, but there is some indicator of that place can be said to deserve to be called instagramable which were in those places have beautiful views or unique besides the next indicator of the place has been visited by many others and is already popular in the virtual world or social media.

One of the hotel that is suitable for a picture. Maxone Ascent Hotel, hotel is the rooftop behind mountain views, private pool and modern interior design and there is a very present. Actually there are lots of hotel or resort in the region of malang raya which offers package tours without having to stay but can enjoy the facilities in the hotel for example Maxone hotel and The Onsen resort and Stone where on the offer tour package could get around on the site and also provided facilities such as loaning costume clothing Japan. The existence of these facilities the hotel can attract visitors to simply perpetuate the the moment without having to stay at the hotel.

On the discussion of research focusing on four issues. The phenomenon of social climbing, climbing the social phenomenon of problems often occur in the younger generation, chose the hotel as a tourist spot on the younger generation, the impact of the phenomenon of social climbing towards the younger generation.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

As for the researchers chose to take this focus because the researchers found that there had been many such social climbing phenomenon occurred against the young generations in the poor Kingdom in particular about the phenomena that occur in the hotel as well as the resort which had been made by their object as a medium to conduct social climbing. In addition researchers also want to fine-tune the results of previous research as has been done by the Permatasari [9] in his Thesis entitled "Social Climber Phenomenon among college students (the study of Phenomenology on students in Surakarta)" which in the thesis he discusses about how perpetrators of student social climber in Surakarta convey their social status through the indicated symbols such as underwear model who is currently a trend or other accessories as a means of conveying information by means of posting their activities on account Instagram.

In addition to the five outcomes of research that has been done the researchers did not find any focus that deals with the phenomenon of the illegal activities of the young generation which they want to show the existence of himself by way of a visit to a hotel or resort in the region of malang raya, to do a social climbing or better known as the Social Climber. In order to examine the phenomenon of researchers using several theories, one of which, namely the use of the theory of the concept of Self Concerning the role of identity according to McCall and Simmon [10], which in the theory is to explain about the importance of a specific identity that is also influenced by the relative level of individual commitment and investment in it as well as the identity of the individual can also find satisfaction gained from carrying out the role that [11]. When linked with the phenomenon of social climbing is very suitable because the younger generation for the sake of carrying out her role willingly spend money to come to a hotel or resort only to just play and taking pictures of herself against the background of the photographs that later would they upload on their social media account and the posting of their hope of getting feedback and response from the others and looked at herself as an object according to the the other person's perspective and from where that person will obtain the identity of the people who viewed the postings though that identity only last a while.

In addition to reviewing this case researchers also use Dramaturgi Theory as a means to examine the phenomenon of social climbing cases conducted by the younger generation in
particular is currently residing in Malang areas. [12] Erving Goffman is sociologist Canada who first conceived the theory of which he is a figure of interactionist sect members at once symbolic of Chicago. In the theory, Goffman argues that the world is a stage [13], as described in his work entitled La Presentation de Soi (self presentation) that assume individuals in social interactions as an actor who holds the roles and social relationships as a representation that is subject to a fixed rule, as well as actor or individual making an impression of reality to their neighbour in order to convince a picture or image of yan wanted to give to others by way of adapting the appearance through the roles and the drama in everyday life [14].

Explanation of the theory is strongly associated with social climbing phenomenon that occurs in younger generation nowadays, where they compete to ride in the stage in order to gain an impression of the reality of the neighbor with How to come and tour the hotel-the hotel of the younger generation that will gain high social identity which it certainly will affect the image of the given others to him. It is surely now familiar due to the current young generation prefers the impression their reality from the virtual world and they hope to have an assessment of their social status is more real than the real world or in the the term was known by the Hyperreality.

In a news story that reported by from 4 September 2015 Kapoww who made news as follows, self-serving, greedy, want to win on its own, and would like to note, that's the assumption regarding the generation of millennial doctrines which are then summarized in one definition: narcissist.

According to the survey of IRI [15], 90 percent of respondents defined success by being a good friend, i.e. the positive relationship in the work as well as personal. While 68 percent associate success with work. Compared with 56 percent for generation X (the birth of the ’70s and 80’ 60s) and a generation of baby boomers (the birth of 60-70s), this looks like it is not a bad thing.

The millennial generation is also often considered to be always wanted to be noticed and appreciated. Stemmed from a habit that is applied by the previous generation. In the reference ‘Freedom to Learn’, the famous psychologist Carl Rogers [16] suggested that the company could improve their image of their employees. Any school pupils are supported in order to be more spontaneous and free. The moral assessment of ‘good and bad ’ else applied, and people are required to be more critical.

The impact of these problems many companies boast of their employees for the sake of maintaining the reputation and workers. One of the most searched keyword in recent years is ‘employee engagement’-employee engagement. This is not a bad thing. When generation X and the baby boomers just sitting at the table waiting for the promotion of the millennial generation, the boss wants to do business so that their work is appreciated. This is considered a form of narcissism, though indeed a form of self development efforts.

Social media could contribute to a ‘narcissistic’ millennial child [17]. Though perhaps this is not a bad thing forever. Through the media like Instagram, people have the opportunity to become the center of attention, both from the achievement, appearance, or sensation [18]. This often triggers the taste not to be outdone, so that the millennial generation children vying showcased all the good side of their life [19].

III. METHOD

In this study researchers using qualitative methods are purely descriptive that aims to collect data and explains in detail about the research that has been studied by researchers [20]. The location of this research is Maxone in Malang, this location was chosen because of the many tourists who visit especially the teenagers who just been to take pictures because the place instagramable for them. Data collection techniques researchers using the technique of observation and interviews to the visitors the MaxOne hotel was a teenager. Technique of data analysis used in this study refers to the concept of the thought expressed by Miles and Huberman [21] that an analysis done simultaneously and three events namely, (1) the reduction of data, (2) presentation of data, (3) the withdrawal of the conclusion. The validity of the data using the triangulation of data between answer one informant with other informants.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. The Tendency of Younger Generations in the City of Malang

The younger generation in the city of Malang on the times now has a tendency of utilizing leisure time by visiting places that are considered attractive by young people. Places that are considered interesting at this point that is a unique place to have a nice view. Young people today have a tendency to spend free time with hanging out and vacations to places that are unique, modern, convenient to visit. By looking at the trend of young children who love to play or hang out it that makes places to hang out in the city of malang is thriving, since year 2015. With a variety of young children making hangout today prefer to spend the spare time to have fun in places nearby and recommended to visit.

The fun here is defined as tourism that means an activity that is havin – happy (leisure) which is characterized by spending money or doing the consumerist nature of activities [22]. Often the people doing the tour aims to release tired, and often to relieve tired someone in need of a tour is not disinclined to spend a lot of money, to get pleasure when travelling.

The tourist (tourist) Word referring to a. In general the tourists became part of the traveller or referred to as visitor. To be referred to as a tourist, a person must be a traveller or a visitor [23]. In the English-United Kingdom, people who travel are called traveller. While those who travel for tourism destination is called the tourist. Whereas in the Tourism Act No. 9 of the
year 2000 says that the tourists are defined as people doing activities.

Talk about the current tour is closely associated with a penchant for photos of generation Z, in the Division theory of generation of the most fond of doing the Hunting or on call by taking a photo with an interesting object that is generation Z is the generation born in the year 1994 and above under the year 2004, the generation Z is often brought up in the digital age by using technologies that are more advanced and modern [24].

Generation Z assume that photos are a necessity to increase in popularity, it is very closely related to tourist attractions strongly support background photo that can determine the outcome of the photo can be good or not. With the photo as the need to make the generation Z are not loose his life from such a technology gadget, internet, and social media.

Generation Z is a very selfish generation popularity: with the large number of followers and many likes in their social media account, generation Z this is a transition from generation Y where technology is developing at birth year 1995-2010 [25]. To get the popularity of generation Z is always up to date on social media by always uploaded photos with the span of time that's not long. Because to feedback from followers who both gave positive comments and likes making generation Z happy to up to date so it is the background behind the generation Z hobby traveling to travel while hunting photos.

The younger generation now is fond of travelling which aims not only to obtain pleasure while visiting but also to get a good photo. It is also described by informants that tours that make entertainment while existence, take a picture, a place to create assembled but more create people hunting spot photos from on the tour and enjoy the beauty of to in a post on the social accounts the media. It is widely found in the sights that people visiting the tourist attractions more busy looking for a great photo spot to capture the moment.

Based on the foregoing shows that the existence of a tendency for self-existence tour, tour of the function which aims at eliminating fatigue is now a need for up to date on social media. So at the moment it can to increase the popularity of the tour through the results of a nice photo. This makes the tour become a necessity inherent in young children in gaining popularity.

Generation Z has terms like present or well-known meaning hits, the latest, is being discussed as a trending topic among the generation Z, about a popular photo spot at the moment. Generation Z is also a generation that love to take the time to do a spot of hunting activities photos, generation Z because it likes to exist they would rather work with the select tourist attractions that are closer to their destination where most of it is selfie and hang out in the cafe, thematic tourist attractions and hotels.

From year 2017-2018 found the phenomenon of children who visit and do tours to hotels because the hotel touted as the present because many have sprung up on the veranda at the social media generation Z are many photos uploaded by tagar marking their pictures when in hotels that are currently on the visit in the city of Malang.

B. Hotel as a Tourist Destination

The hotel as a tourist destination Hotel derives from the hostel from latin, namely hostesses. Public buildings have been called in the 17th century its meaning as a shelter made of entrants or as a provider of building cabins and meals to the public. The definition of the hotel is the type of accommodation or use all or part of the building to provide lodging, eating and drinking as well as other services for commercially-run public [26].

According to the definition in general hotel is a place that provides lodging to the public, but at the moment the generation Z considers hotel not just as a place to stay but there are other functions from the hotel are:

- Generation of Z to the hotel aim to swim, because according to their swim in the hotel's private, quiet, and made it possible to spot the photo.
- The Generation Z usually chose the hotel as a place for a photo album of memories together with classmates, because according to their view of the hotel is great for is enshrined.
- Hotels are usually created to celebrate anniversary poems people who lose, they chose the hotel because the hotel usually give facilities live music so that more supportive atmosphere of the beloved couples are in love.

The phenomenon can be seen in a wide range of social media that use the hastag hotels malang. The more the hastag which marked a person who visited the hotel, usually making generation Z are interested would like to see the hotel and view hunting photos. It is on show with photos that were hits or popular among generation Z i.e. photo at hotel MaxOne precisely in the pool area which has a beautiful view and instagramable.

The hotel is currently a popular tourist place for generation Z because it offers a beautiful place, exclusion and modern. The hotel synonymous with upulence and only those interested parties who stay at the hotel. But now it also as a place of tourism hunting photos, average – average hotel in Malang ever visit the generation Z is Maxone, Hotel Sulawah, Hotel Ubud, ienswites etc. the reason they choose hotels because the photo spot in the pool area instagramable.

The hotel during this time in attracting tourism to simply visit usually they do live music events, received orders setting place according the wishes of the customer, provides the
package’s diner, a package of dessert, and promo rent rooms for visitors who want to visit or a longer stay.

Most of them to the hotel for a swim if they want to swim typically go to the reception of the hotel or to the hotel restaurant to buy something and going to the pool for swimming. If they only want to visit for a photo in the hotel they may go directly to the top floor without dimmaintain payments, it is not for all hotels due to the policy of each hotel is different if the hotel could swim if not Maxone as you wish to the 7th floor for selfie or just enjoy the view.

C. Photo at the Hotel as an Attempt of Social Climbing

Social climbing is a free translation of the term millennial doctrines i.e. social climber who could also be in define the man who craves attention. Social climbers can be described with a person who likes the popularity of one way the social climbers do climb social with friends with the popular people and also upload images with spot photos which he becomes a pleasure to take pictures with the background such as going to the hotel just to take pictures only for existence in social media.

A person who does social climbing it mostly because they want to be a child or a regular on call hits the children present. They interpret the older hits with the definition of someone who wants to become famous through social media by uploading photos on a place that many are talking about others or called with a boom. The activities of the child hits according to them is to do traveling to places that have a great photo spot, then they upload photos to social media like Instagram, create a story on Instagram and to a variety of social media accounts others. They considered that the activities which often they do like traveling photography that makes them increasingly appreciated and recognized others, many add friends from follower oninstagram, much like the photos they post.

A person who does social climbing it mostly because they want to be a child or a regular on call hits the children present. They interpret the older hits with the definition of someone who wants to become famous through social media by uploading photos on a place that many are talking about others or called with a boom. The activities of the child hits according to them is to do traveling to places that have a great photo spot, then they upload photos to social media like Instagram, create a story on Instagram and to a variety of social media accounts others. They considered that the activities which often they do like traveling photography that makes them increasingly appreciated and recognized others, many add friends from follower oninstagram, much like the photos they post.

Social climbing is important for someone who wants to have an existence and pleasure from the recognition of others. But not all agree with regard to social climbing was important because hunting photos and travelling has become a hobby of generation Z so that they assume a social climbing is not an important, but indirectly they admit that they do social climbing. Because to obtain satisfaction in the results of their photo willingly looking for places that are Instagramable although the place of the said place is expensive to create a spot on the photo. Take the example for all sightseeing at Hotel Maxone, with the theme “Semeru” meaning sunset maxone exclamation, the costs of which they should remove the start from Rp 50,000, if you want to enjoy some kind of dessert bowl smoothies nett price of Rp 35,000 this stated purpose the hotel is still cheaper than other hotels for all swim could reach Rp 100,000, with so not wrong when someone who is hanging out in the Hotel's more classy look so it looks different social status.

The hobby of hunting by doing a lot of traveling to the places that are Instagramable according to them apart can get fame at social media they are also getting a lot of new things like socializing with all walks of life, many friends who have links from a variety of backgrounds, always update with places that are often discussed and widely visited or called hits and no less important they feel they have a point of satisfaction when the photo results in the get a good deal.

Advances in technology also supports the person doing the social climbing in places that are Instagramable because of the camera also belongs to cheap borrowing makes them feel nothing less if travelling without doing the photos. Because they assume good follower with respond much like in every posting photos. Make them want to do photo hunting to get intense pleasure through like follower given up posting photos that public good. Indirectly they feel on notice and recognized through like photos or comments that are compliments.

D. The Impact of Social Climbing

1) The Positive Impact

Being a child present in the present era it is a pleasure and a hobby or job opportunities which could be profitable. Often children who present many follower and like the photos up to hundreds or even tens of thousands can bring business opportunities, or services promote endorsement.

So someone who is very present in social media is very likely to become selebgram, so often the younger generation wants to be older hits many of which mimic the lifestyles of selebgram that time of her life spent on the streets, traveling to the places which is Instagramable.

2) The Negative Impact

When the follower is growing a person will surely think of innovation or what content should always be updated on his post. So someone feel to have the requirement to always update for the sake of pleasure myself because already in appreciation by follower through like and always updates the following story on Instagram. So it was that made the famous Z generation narcissist consumerist in nature by imitating the lifestyle of a selebgram hobby, follow the path, money and keep your image by doing Imaging to classy places.
By some scholars classify social climbing as social and psychological ailments, it is due within the addictions received positive respond from their postings so when followers few respond with positive could make them stressful due to addictions and like praise of followers.

V. CONCLUSION

The definition of ‘tour’ is out of rutinity and get the joyful from it. However, they get the joyful from the pictures they post on social media and having stock photo that make the joyful more long-lasting. The definition of ‘tour’ is out of rutinity and get the joyful from it. However, they get the joyful from the pictures they post on social media and having stock photo that make the joyful more long-lasting.
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